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Report on Round-Table on DSS Planning for Water Resources 

on 29
th

, 30
th

 Sept. 2014 at MERI Nashik 

Water Resources Department (WRM) 

Govt. of Maharashtra 

 

Subject : UK-India Collaborative initiative through UK Science & Innovation Network India     

                and Maharashtra Engineering Research Institute (MERI) under WRD, GoM to     

                strengthen the RS & GIS tools while developing DSS in water sector of the State .  

 

1/- The UK Science and Innovation Network (SIN) India is working under British Dy. 

High Commission India. This organisation facilitates in arranging the experts visits to India 

for collaborative initiative in various fields. Considering water as important issue Dr. Tom 

Wells Dy. Head of the organisation approached Dr. Malini Shankar the Principal Secretary 

WRD of Govt. of Maharashtra, for any of such collaborative efforts. For deciding the area 

and nature of collaboration 3 meetings of Ms. Vishakha, Knowlegde Economy Officer, of 

UK-BDHC with Principal Secretary, WRD and 3 meetings with Er. Mahendra Nakil, 

Executive Engineer (MERI) were conducted.  After these meetings it was thought to work to 

strengthen the tools of Remote Sensing (RS) & GIS being used at MERI, a premier research 

institute of WRD Maharashtra. Accordingly it was decided to hold 2 days roundtable 

discussions at MERI (Hydrology Exhibition/ conf. room) Nashik on developing the DSS for 

water related issues on 29
th

 and 30
th

 Sept. 2014. As such 4 subjects were short-listed for DSS, 

as motioned here, 

(a) Drought mitigation at Block level 

(b) Flood Management at the River Basin Level 

(c) Water use efficiency and irrigation planning 

(d) Multi reservoir operation and planning 

The UK-SIN, agreed to sponsor the programme including the travel and stay of the UK 

expert while GoM supported all the logistics at Nashik for the programme and for stay and 

transport of participants. For planning and preparations of the Round-Table, Er. Mahendra 

Nakil EE, MERI Nashik was appointed co-ordinator by Govt.  

2/- The UK Science network invited 4 experts for these subjects for the interaction, while 

WRD Maharashtra invited Senior level Engineers from 8 states namely Goa, Karnataka, 

Andhra Pradesh,  Telngana, Tamilnadu, Gujarat, Madya Pradesh for sharing their work in 

this field. The Engineers/ Scientists from NRSC (ISRO), CWC, NIH , NWA have also been 
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invited to participate in the Round-Table. 20 Engineering officers from WRD Maharashtra 

have been asked to participate in the Round-Table. 

3/- In the Round-Table the India side was led by Dr. Malini Shankar, the Principal 

Secretary WRD GoM and Chairperson of Round-Table and Er. C.A. Birajdar, the Director 

General MERI  Nashik and Head local Organising committee while UK by Dr. Tom Wells 

Dy. Head UK Science and Innovation Network India and Co-Chaiperson of Round-table. The 

participation to the Roundtable from the invitees was encouraging. The UK team of expert 

included Dr. Gwyn Rees, Director, Environmental Informatics, Centre for Ecology and 

Hydrology and Dr. Caroline Hazelwood, HR, Wallingford. They were received at the airport 

by Er. Vinay Kulkarni Chief Engineer & Jt. Secretary, GoM. The other two experts namely 

Dr. Ian Cluckie and Dr. Jerry Knox could not come in India.  The Indian experts team 

included 7 Senior Engineers from WRD of 4 Indian States (Karnataka; Tamilnadu; Gujarat 

and Goa), 6 Senior Engineers/ Scientists from 3 Central agencies (ISRO, CWC, NIH), 2 from 

State agencies (GSDA, MRSAC)  and 25 Senior Engineers from WRD Maharashtra.  

4/- The detailed activities have been planned by Er. Birajdar Director General MERI 

Nashik and Er.Vinay Kulkarni Chief Engineer & Jt Secretary WRD. While Er. Ramesh 

Nikum Chief Engineer META, supervised all the activities. The logistics of stay and 

transport have been executed by Er. Lokhande, Chief Engineer Nashik region and his team 

members. The Round-Table hall and all other related logistics was provided by the Er. 

Suroshe, Chief Engineer HP Nashik. The follow-up of invitees, their travel plans, 

presentations on Sub-Themes, visit preparations, printing of posters to display at RSGIS 

Division, designing and printing of brochures, agenda printing, website management, 

anchoring of programme and all other activities were executed by Er. Mahendra Nakil as a 

coordinator. He was supported by his colleagues with untiring efforts. The materials of UK 

Research council as a kit were brought by Ms. Vishakha of UK-SIN. She took efforts in 

approving the budget for this meeting and arranging the visit of UK experts for the Round-

Table.     

5/- All the participants actively took part in the proceedings and discussions. The two 

days activities were executed as per planned schedule is reported herein. 

6/- First Day, Sept.29
th

 , 2014 

Session (I) : Registration 

The participants registered themselves during 09:00 to 09:300 hrs.  
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Session (II): Visits 

Thereafter the visit was arranged to Remote Sensing and Geo-informatics Division of MERI, 

Maharashtra physical model, State Hydro-Met. Data Processing Centre and Water quality 

Lab during 09:30 to 11:00 hrs. The visitors were briefed about the works carried out using 

RS7 GIS technology. Online works were demonstrated by the engineers. Various reports 

prepared and papers presented at the conferences were seen by the visitors. The posters 

prepared for typical works were explained. The infrastructure available was also seen by 

them. 

All the participants then visited to Maharashtra model, which vividly shows the topography 

of Maharashtra State. It was explained in detail to visitors who actively enquired about 

basins. 

Then the participants visited State Data Processing Centre under Hydrology Project. It was 

explained how the Hydro-Met data of state is collected and digitised, validated and 

disseminated to the users. The use of SWDES and HYMOS software was also illustrated 

online. The technical visit concluded with visit to Water Quality Laboratory of Hydrology 

Project.  

Session (IV): Inauguration 

The inauguration of Round-Table began at 11:15 Hrs. Initially Er. Birajdar, felicitated and 

welcomed Dr. Malini Shankar, Chairperson and Dr. Tom Wells Co-Chairperson by offering 

floral bouquets. Er. Ramesh Nikum felicitated and welcomed Er. C.A. Birajdar, Head Local 

Organising Committee, Dr. Gwyn Rees and Dr. Carolina Hazelwood with floral bouquet. All 

the participants introduced themselves by giving details of office, job description, and 

designation. The inauguration function began with lighting the lamp and worshiping the 

Goddess Saraswati.  

Er. Birajdar welcomed all the participant and briefed about aims of Round-Table. In his 

welcome and introductory speech he briefed the experts and participants about functions of 

MERI and all other support organisations under his control. He described research and testing 

activities in the field of water resources undertaken at MERI. He briefed about design 

capabilities of Water resources Structures by Central designs Organisation. He also said 
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about functions of META, DSO, Quality Control Organisations and Hydrology Project. In a 

conclusion he wished a success to the roundtable. 

Dr. Malini Shankar, the  Chairperson in her inaugural speech welcomed all the Guests and 

wished all success to the Roundtable. She described the purpose of DSS planning and 

discussions through the Round-Table. In her keynote address she elaborated the water 

resources scenario of Maharashtra and attempts made in meeting the challenges. She detailed 

the challenges in Maharashtra in water sector, the demands, shortages, flood issues, drought 

and water salinity. She objectively described the need of DSS tool in effective planning. She 

stressed the use of geospatial technology while developing the DSS for water resources. She 

also wished to have fruitful deliberations on the sub themes of Round-Table. She thanked all 

for their participation.  

Dr. Tom Wells as Co-Chairperson briefed the background info. of UK-SIN India , its role and 

other activities. He explained how the current Round-Table was approved. He explained 

water as priority subject on their agenda. UK-SIN has the agenda to support the research 

programme through funding and through technical excellence and through interaction with 

experts. He said the cooperation will continue on mutual sharing basis. He also wished a 

success to the Round-Table.    

Session (V): Presentations by WRD GoM       

(i) Geospatial Technology at MERI:  

Er. Mahendra Nakil, Executive Engineer, MERI presented the account of use and 

development of Remote Sensing technology at MERI Nashik. He explained how it started 

with only 2 persons and with LandSat data in 1984 and developed to its present state. He 

briefed about the Infrastructure, Human-Resources, use of recent satellite data. He explained 

the types of works carried out using geospatial technology. It was stated that more than 40 

research papers were presented at National and International conferences during last 5 years. 

He also spoke about the association with national organisations like ISRO, CWC and IIT in 

the development of these tools at MERI.  Thus it was presented the capability of MERI in 

dealing with geospatial applications. 

 

(ii) Sub-Theme (I): Drought mitigation at Block Level 

Er. S.S Pande Asstt. Research Officer made presentation on Drought mitigation at Block 

level. He briefly defined the drought in Maharashtra and in India. The challenges in the water 

sector due to drought situation were explained. The present practice of solving drinking water 
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issues, fodder issue and agricultural demand of water were explained. However he 

emphasized the need of the structured format of decision making in crisis. The objectives for 

DSS planning were listed. The data available at MERI and other Govt. organisations were 

listed. This data would be useful in development of DSS. It was demonstrated how geospatial 

technology like NDVI method could be used in identifying the drought area. It was hoped to 

get evolve decision making tools to deal the drought situation. 

(iii) Sub-Theme (II): Flood Management at the River Basin Level 

Er. V.M. Kulkarni Chief Engineer presented the flood scenario in Maharashtra, the past  

flood events and their locations. He also analysed the probable reasons of such floods. He 

analysed the possible reasons for flood viz. encroachment in flood plains, releases from 

multiple reservoirs, backwater effect, heavy downpour and tidal effect at coastal zone, 

deposition in river beds and flattening of river beds. He briefed the Hydrology data 

availability with Govt. and stressed the need of DSS tool to deal with flood situation. 

Er. Bagade Executive Engineer explained the present set-up of real time data acquisition 

system (RTDAS) installed in Bhima sub-basin and the software prepared using MIKE 11.  

He with the help of software demonstrated the generations of early flood warnings. He stated 

that the developed model having GIS platform helps in multi reservoirs operation in safe 

releases of floods. He also said that current model also forecast floods 3 days in advance. The 

warning data is made available on WEB portal. 

(iv) Sub-Theme (III): Water use efficiency and Irrigation Planning 

Er. Avinash Surve, Chief Engineer, presented current water availability and Irrigation 

management scenario of Maharashtra. He placed before audience the various challenges in 

reservoir water use and irrigation planning. A water policy adopted by Govt. was explained in 

detail. He demonstrated increasing gap of demand and supply and factors responsible for 

water use efficiency. He also suggested structural measures and participatory irrigation 

management to improve the efficiency. But due to shortage of resources it was aimed to carry 

out prioritisation. The need of repairs to old system and also necessity of water supply 

through pipe was illustrated. He hoped to use geospatial technology to work out feasible 

demand of water. He said that the cropping actual planned was different than what is existing 

today. It was expressed to shift to micro-irrigation system to get water enhanced use 

efficiency. He stressed the need and scope of DSS tool in geospatial domain for efficient 

system. 
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(v) Sub-Theme (IV): Multi reservoir operation and Planning 

Dr. H.T. Mendhegiri, Director General WALMI, explained operation of single and multiple 

reservoir operation. He explained how even today we consider individual project in isolation 

for planning and not as multi-reservoir concept in the same basin. He presented the typical 

case of multi reservoir operations with the example of upper Godavari River Basin. A need to 

optimise the use and reduce the losses was stressed by him. He put the challenges due to 

shortage of water and conflict due to water demand. A operating strategy of reservoir in 

series and in parallel for use of water was explained. He said that the equitable and optimum 

supply of water is lawful requirement in state of Maharashtra. He said there are guidelines by 

water regulatory authority which need to be considered. A case study of Upper Godawari 

basin was explained with regard to water stress situation. Thus he said, the problem is 

complex hence it was emphasized the importance of DSS in multi reservoir operations by 

using RS& GIS technology. The DSS objectives have been defined by him. 

Session (VI): Presentations by Central agencies and WRD of other States       

(i) Satellite remote Sensing : Hydrology and water resources Information system  

for decision support  

Dr. V.V. Rao Group Head, Water resources, NRSC, ISRO explained water dynamix. He 

explained monitoring/ assessment of Irrigation using satellite images. He explained various 

applications developed by NRSC in water sector with study cases. They included automated  

delineation of water bodies, reservoir sedimentation, monitoring progress of AIBP funded 

projects, feasibility studies of new projects, flood prone area assessment . Other activities 

mentioned were India-WRIS project, water balance studies of some basins, LU/LC 

modelling, flood forecast modelling, disaster management etc. He thus described the 

importance of geospatial studies. 

(ii) Bhuvan services for Geomatic applications and DSS 

Dr. Vinod Bothale Group Director, Geoportal and WebGIS, NRSC, ISRO presented 

BHUVAN a India webportal map service. He described various Geospatial layers available 

on Bhuvan. Rail road,  DEM to LU/LC etc. at various scales.  It was mentioned that archieve 

data is also available on portal. The disaster occurred and services provided are also shown 

on Bhuvan. WebGIS services available on Bhuvan like AIBP monitoring, Urban 

informatation system, fire in forest inf. System , mobile application for field data collection 
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etc. were explained in detail. He concluded with importance of Bhuvan for uploading the data 

in the public and govt. interest. 

(iii) Online Water Delivery, Planning and Monitoring and DSS for GLB canal 

Karnataka 

Er. Shivakumar Superintending Engineer WRD, Karnataka presented the online monitoring 

system installed on Ghatprabha Left bank canal. The system measures the discharge at 

various reaches. The hardware consist of acoustic current profiler, level measurement sensor 

with data logger. The data is transferred to central server. The real time data is compared with 

irrigation scheduling. It helps in gate operation. The field staff through sms get the idea of 

discharges and thus know deficit or excesses. He said that the information also goes to stake 

holder and remadial measures if any can be taken as per contingency. He explained that the 

monitoring has become effective thereby excess withdrawals have been stopped. This has 

improved irrigation efficiency and it has ensured supply to tailenders. Nine projects are being 

implemented with same arrangements.   

(iv) Online Water Delivery, Planning and Monitoring and DSS for GLB canal 

Karnataka 

Er. Raja Asstt. Executive Engineer WRD, Tamilnadu explained the DSS tool developed  

under HP II. The tool envisaged the conjunctive use of ground water. Large region of 

Tamilnadu depends on ground water for irrigation. As such monitoring the use of 

groundwater becomes essential. The software developed uses MIKE 11 and GIS platform . 

Vast data was required to develop and run the software. New installations for real time data 

acquisition have been installed. Presently the software runs at 70% confidence level. They are 

attempting to complete the balance part of software. It will be great tool for mitigating the 

drought and decision making in replenishment of the ground water.  

 

(v) The days’ proceedings concluded at 17:30 hrs.   

The field trip was organized to Sula Wineyard to understand the wine making process at the 

evening.  

 

7/- Second Day, Sept. 30
th

, 2014. 

Session (I) : Presentation by UK Experts 

(i) UK Science and Innovation Network India 
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Dr. Tom Wells introduced the experts and elaborated the need of collaborative work in the 

field of water research. He gave brief of collaborative work with Indian Govt and other 

organisations. He said they route the research work through DST of Govt. of India. He also 

explained the functions of UK-SIN and Research  council UK India.  

(ii) Decision Support System, Water Resources and flood risk Management 

Dr. Caroline Hazelwood Water Group Manager of HR,Wallingford which is a UK based 

company working in the analysis of engineering, environmental hydraulics and management 

of water. It is formulated in 1947 and privatized in yr 1982. The company has offices all over 

world. The company has large indoor hydraulic modelling lab. She explained process of DSS 

and need of DSS. It was explained about Hydrological modelling and water balance with 

examples. The concept of water management was illustrated by her with a case study. A case 

study of Hydropower optimisation was presented. She explained the flood risk asesment and 

and software developed for decision making. This software helps in inundation buffering in 

the event of flood. Damage risk and investment analysis was explained in detail with regards 

to coastal area. Sedimentation and dam break analysis are the other area they work on. The 

offers advise on coastal sedimentation and bathymetry. To conclude a list has been prepared 

for area of cooperation which includes water balance, flood and drought.   

(iii) Decision Support System for Water Resources for Water Resources 

Management 

Dr. Gwyn Rees, Director Environmental Informatics, Head Water Resources, Centre for 

Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) presented the functions of CEH.  In the introduction he 

presented the organisational set-up of Natural environmental research council in UK and 

place of CEH. It is Govt. organisation founded in year 2000 with 325 scientists. He explained 

the applications implemented by CEH like DSS for flood management and DSS for water 

Resources management and IWRM. The examples were also sighted by him. He said some 

initiative in water use efficiency is being done in Asia by his centre. He also briefed about 

drought mitigation geospatial modelling at his centre. He explained the importance of data 

informatics especially when data handling is an issue. He concluded with a hope to work 

together in water sector.  

(iv) Decision Support System for Agricultural Water Management 

Dr. Jerry Knox, Reader, University of Cranefield who could not attend the meet, made his 

presentation via Skype. He introduced the Cranefield University at the outset. He work on 
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DSS and ICT in Agricultural area specifically water use efficiency. He listed various models 

being used in Europe and UK in this regard. He showed keen interest in training.  

Session (II): Flip Chart activity - Group discussion  

This activity was conducted by formulating eight groups. Three questions were posed to the 

participants, viz. Which are the areas where DSS planning is required in the present context ! 

What are likely barriers and likely solutions to the same ! How and which resources are 

required to develop the DSS tools ! The group answered in the group and flip chart were 

prepared.   

Session (III): Collating findings of group activity 

Dr. Tom Wells gathered all flipcharts of all the groups. The common points were  summed up 

by him. He said that the participants suggested many modules or subjects on which the DSS 

could be developed viz. drinking water, fodder etc. He added the views of participants 

regarding the difficulties in permissions and project formulations, sharing of data. He 

gathered the concerns of participants regarding the resources like funds, human resources, 

trainings, time frame etc. Dr. Tom made a presentation mentioning all these points. The 

bulleted version of his presentation in 3 slides is reproduced below with captions. 

Barriers 

 Knowledge about experts/ research institutes in both countries 

 Approval of ministry of external affairs and other relevant funding bodies for joint 

projects 

 Restriction on data sharing 

 Availability of funds over long term 

 Need to create something sustainable/ not complete in 3 years and then end 

 Administrative rigidity for long term commitment for joint collaboration for 

international projects 

 Job transfers for Indian experts 

Next Step 

 Report of this workshop prepared 

 Post this and the presentations on MERI website 

 Webinar to explore more in depths some of the issues coming out of today 

 Visit to the UK to see facilities and develop ideas 
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Mechanisms 

 Mobility schemes for researchers/ engineers between two countries 

 Training programmes for Indian Engineers  

 Formation of a group to coordinate to prioritise joint work 

 Formation of a platform for knowledge sharing 

 Pilot projects to demonstrate benefits of UK involvement in DSS 

 Govt. to have policies/ programme to allow joint projects through specific funding 

routes, including  to support institutional partnership  

Session (IV): Concluding and Vote of Thanks 

Er. C.A. Birajdar the Director General MERI concluded the Round-Table. He briefed the 

overview of the activities. He mentioned the important points of each speaker in detail. He 

concluded with the essentials of the Roundtable and need of hour for development of DSS in 

water sector. He thanked everybody in making the event a success. 

Er. Ramesh Nikum offered vote of thanks. He thanked Dr. Malini Shankar the Principal 

Secretary, WRD (WRM), GoM, for approving the Roundtable, inauguration, participation 

and for the Keynote address. He expressed gratitude towards Dr. Tom Wells Dy. Head of 

UK-SIN for funding the event and arranging the visit of UK experts. He thanked Er. Birajdar 

the DG MERI for welcome address, for close monitoring and help in activities to make the 

Round-Table a success. He mentioned the cooperation from UK-SIN and their staff. He 

expressed gratitude towards all the Presenter at the Roundtable. He thanked to Er. Suroshe 

CE Hydrology Project and his team and Er. Shrigiriwar SE&JD and his team for logistic 

support at MERI Campus. He thanked Er. Lokhande, CE NMR and his team  for Logistic 

support of Transport and Stay at PWD rest-house. He thanked Er. C.N. Hangekar for timely 

designing and getting the mementoes.  He mentioned untiring team efforts of Mr. Nakil and 

his associates of MERI for micro-level planning, preparing the presentations and executing 

the event. He thanked Er. Khapali Dy. Engineer for anchoring and the photographer of 

META. for their contribution. 

After thanks giving and group photo session it was declared the end of second day and 

Round-Table, at 15:30 hrs.  

  


